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An Archaeological Evaluation at Perrott Hill School, North Perrott

Summary

An archaeological evaluation northwest of the main school building, once the 19th

century manor house, in what was formerly the kitchen garden, revealed features and

deposits of the Late Iron Age and Early RomanolBritish periods. Features included a

rubbish/storage pit, gullies, drains and postholes, the latter associated with a rubble

spread sealing areas of burnt clay and stones. Pottery finds included Durotrigian wares

and 1st century AD coarsewares and Black Burnished Wares with residual mid to late

Iron Age shell tempered sherds. Flint flakes were found in a number of features, these

possibly associated with the Iron Age phase of the settlement.
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1.0 Introduction

An application submitted to South Somerset District Council for the erection of

a Sports Hall at Perrott Hill School (planning application reference 97/00815/FUL)

resulted in the recommendation of an archaeological evaluation to provide information

on the archaeological potential of the site of the proposed building. The evaluation was

proposed due to the discovery ofIron Age and Romano/British pottery and two 1st

century AD coins when the manor house was constructed in 1877-781.

C and N. Hollinrake, consultant archaeologists, were commissioned to carry

out the evaluation by Mancon Project Management acting for Perrott Hill School. The

archaeological works were undertaken between Monday 28 July and Thursday 31 July

1997 by Charles and Nancy Hollinrake assisted by Keith Faxon and Arthur Hollinrake.

The grid reference of the site is ST46680965.

2,0 Topography and Geology

2.l..North Perrott derives its name from the River Parrett which forms the western

boundary of the parish. The parish is 1,280 acres in area with a north-south axis. The

town of Crewkerne is some 3kilometres west of the village with the parish of

Haselbury Plucknett to the north and east. The parish ranges in altitude from 38metres

above sea level at its most northerly point in Musbrooks to 100metres at Downclose

Farm and around 76metres on the Dorset border. Perrott Hill School stands at around

72metres. North Perrott is on the border of Somerset and Dorset, the latter containing

the adjacent parish of South Perrott2

2.2..The parish lies above Jurassic and sandy limestones and Cretaceous clays and

shales with a varied soil cover. In the south and east of the parish the soils are of the

Denchworth series, slowly permeable seasonally waterlogged clayey soils with similar

fine loamy over clayey soils supporting winter cereals and short term grassland in drier

lowlands and dairying on permanent grassland in moist' districts. The village stands

above similar soils of the Oxpasture series whilst the area around the manor house,
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now the school, lies upon soils of the Elmton 2 series, shallow well drained brashy

calcareous fine loamy soils over limestone supporting cereals and short term grassland

with stock rearing and dairying-',

2.3..The school complex is built from an orange Jurassic limestone, identical to the

stone quarried at Ham Hill some 8kilometres to the north. The stone was obtained

locally from a site some 100metres northwest of the school, part of an outlier of Ham

Hill stone which lies below the western half ofNorth Perrott and Haslebury Plucknett.

2.4..The village is fairly compact and roughly triangular in shape with houses, including

the earlier manor house, fronting onto the main A3066 which runs from Haslebury

Plucknett south towards Dorset, and in a block between the A3066 and Back Lane.

2.5..The parish church of St. Martin is somewhat isolated standing some 250metres

west of the southwest corner of the village and 500metres southwest of the northern

tip of the main settlement. The church, which is cruciform with a central tower, is

approximately 500metres southeast of the main school building.

3.0 Historical Background

3.l..North Perrott is first mentioned in the Domesday Book of 1086...4

entry 19:45, land of the Count ofMortain...
Bretel holds PERET [[North] Perrott] from the Count. Algar held it before 1066.
It paid tax for 10 hides. Land for 8 ploughs.
In lordship 1 plough; 2 slaves; 6 hides.
8 villagers and 12 smallholders with 3 ploughs and 4 hides.
2 mills which pay 14s; meadow 18 acres; woodland 6 furlongs long and 3
furlongs wide. 2 cattle; 10 pigs; 120 sheep.
The value was and is £7.
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3.2..Bretel, holder of the estate in Domesday Book, was a knight from the noble

Norman family of St Claire or St. ClareS who fought alongside William I at Hastings.

In the 13th century the manor was still held by the St. Claire family and in 1219 a

dispute between Ralph St. Claire and Walter de Essele resulted in Ralph releasing to

Walter 7 hides in Perrett with the 3 remaining hides creating a separate manor called

Pupelpen or Pipplepen. There is no record of a manor house in North Perrott prior to

the 18th century but Pipplepen probably contained a manor house from this time

enclosed by a moat, the site still visible near the western boundary of the parish

roughly halfway between the village and Pipplepen Farm on the south boundary of the

parish''. The separate status of Pipplepen probably continued until the late 16th

century, the last owner of the estate probably being the Earl of Bridgwater7

Thereafter it seemed to have been subsumed once more into the North Perrott manor.

3.3..The house of Grey Friars in Bridgwater, founded in 1240, held an estate in North

Perrott, possibly centred around Grey Abbey Farm southwest of the village and

probably taking in the fields known as Great and Little Monkwood8

3.4..Various lords of the manor followed through the centuries, none living in the

parish until in the late 18th century the estate was brought by William Hoskins. Soon

afterwards, around 1790, Thomas Hoskins built the first manor house at the northwest

corner of the village fronting onto the main road9 and in 1877/1878 a new manor

house and outbuildings was built in Jacobean style on green fields west of the village

by the same family. This manor house is the site of Perrott Hill School.

3.5..Although farming has always been the mainstay of the manor the cultivation of

flax was also of importance through to the 19th century and hemp was also grown. A

rope walk existed on the road side waste at Bowling Green and buildings at Townsend

Farm were once known as the factoryl0
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3.6..Historic Maps

The earliest historic map relevant to the excavation site is an estate map of North

Perrott dating to 1788 delineating the disposition of the remaining furlong strips in the

remnants of the manor's open fieldsII. Figure 2 is an extract from this map showing

the area of the new manor house, [Perrott Hill School], and the village. This map

shows the remaining unenclosed furlongs in West, Middle and Townend Fields. These

were the only strips left in the manor, the area of East Field, east of the village, was by

this time largely enclosed into various amalgamated blocks of strips. The 19th century

manor house is probably within a previously enclosed part of the old West Field; the

area marked Quarry Field may refer to the existing quarry west of the school although

it seems too far to the north.

The enclosing and emparking of this area after the construction of the 1790

manor house totally altered the topography ofthis part of the parish. On the 1788 map,

for instance, the road leading west from the village past the church actually ran around

the north end of the churchyard with the village pound south of it. The 1838 Tithe map

shows the road running south of the church, the pound has been removed, and the

strips fields enclosed.

3.61..Figure 3 shows the village in 1838. The 18th century manor house is plot I and

the village is mainly confined to the triangle between the main road and the back lane

with an extension to the south on the east side of the road. In addition there is a group

of houses between the main road and the church. The old strips evident in the 1788

map have all been enclosed into regular blocks, only the outlines of the open fields can

be recognised in the new pattern. The old tracks into the fields have mostly been swept

away apart from the long drove running west from Townend at the northern apex of

the village.

The new manor house, the site of the present school, was built within plot 234

with plot 236 containing later landscaped gardens and patios. The mill is at the

northwest corner of the parish on the River Parrett, plots 256 and 257.
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Tithe Map Details

plot name use owner tenant
I House and Offices...... ..William Hoskins Esq
2 The Lawn pasture William Hoskins Thomas Slade
16 Gardens & Shrubberies William Hoskins
234 Part of North Croft
........... and Bennets Cross arable William Hoskins Thomas Slade
235 Plantation in North Croft William Hoskins
236 Poor Allotment arable William Hoskins

3.62..Figure 4 is the Ordnance Survey map of 1929, showing the new manor house,

grounds, woods and ornamental park. The quarry which provided the building stone is

clearly marked to the west of the house. It can also be seen that the block of houses

between the main road and the church has been removed, making way for greenhouses

and estate buildings. The 1790 manor house is shown as Manor Farm. The new park

has obliterated many ofthe older field boundaries between the village and the river.

4.0..Archaeological Background

4.1..In 1877-78 the building of the new manor house resulted in the finding of Late

Iron Age and RomanolBritish pottery and two 1st century coins. These were presented

to the county museum in Taunton in 1880 [museum accession numbers A460-63,

A466, A467-71 and A2649]. The exact area of the finds within the manor

house/school complex is not known.

The pottery collection contains vessels ranging in date from the late-Iron Age,

circa 1st century Be to early 1st century AD, through to the late-Roman period, late

4th or early 5th century AD. The collection was examined by Dr. Roger Leech in

connection with his PhD thesis on Roman Settlement in South Somerset and North

Dorset and figure lOis a reproduction of his drawing illustrating the main pottery

types found at the new manor house12

4.2..In the later Iron Age the North Perrott area was within the territory of the

Durotriges tribe who occupied Dorset and South [and possibly north/central]
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Somerset. Their tribal centre was the hillfort ofMaiden Castle near to Dorchester [Dar

chester = fort of the Durotriges]. The tribe were anti-Roman and resisted the invasion

of AD43, the Roman Legio II Augusta having to overcome around 20 hillforts in order

to pacify the area13. In the later Roman period the territory was subdivided with

Ilchester becoming the cantonal capital of the northern Durotriges.

4.3..The Roman settlement at Perrot Hill School is one of a number of sites occupied

during this period, some of which also appear to have late-Iron Age antecedents.

Figure 5 shows two distinct types of settlement, some established by the late-Iron Age

and continuing into the Romano-British period and other settlements established in the

1st or 2nd centuries AD after the Roman conquest 14 North Perrot is shown by the

arrow. Within the local area settlement evidence and/or Roman burials have been

found at East Chinnock, West Chinnock and West Coker and a settlement is suspected

at Merriott 15

4.4"On a wider basis the South SomersetINorth Dorset area was known to be densely

settled during the Roman period and was a centre of late-4th century Christianity as

evidenced by the Poundbury cemetery at Dorchester, and the possible Christian

mosaics at the Frampton and Hinton St. Mary villas16 There is no clear evidence as to

the date of abandonment of late-Roman settlements: RomanolBritish pottery factories

ceased production in the later 4th century and no new coin issues circulated in the

country much after AD400. Continuation of settlements into the 5th century at least,

although poorly recorded archaeologically, is thought likely by a number of

commentators on the subject with many medieval villages descending directly from

RomanolBritish [or even Iron Age] predecessors. Some commentators also suspect

that many villas or villa sites, especially west of the River Parrett, continued to be

occupied into the Saxon and medieval period17 and that most medieval rural roads and

lanes remained essentially unaltered from the Roman period.
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5.00..Methods

5.1..The orientation and position of the evaluation trench was laid down in a brief

supplied by Somerset County Council. The 30metre long trench ran diagonally NW-SE

across an overgrown vegetable garden, the area in which the proposed new building is

to be sited. The trench was opened by a JCB using a straight edged ditching bucket.

The trench was cut from south to north and is slightly under 30metres long, the

discrepancy caused by the lack of space for the JCB at the northern end (see figure 6).

5.2..The trench was excavated through a cultivated garden soil down to either natural

subsoil or archaeological deposits. The trench was then cleaned, photographed and

planned at a scale of 1:20. Finds recovered during the cleaning process were labelled

by area (see figure 6). Selected features were then partially excavated to provide a

broad sample of feature types and dates. Context numbers were assigned to deposits

and features; some natural features, tree roots, animal holes and the like were not

numbered.

5.3..Levels above Ordnance Datum were taken throughout, the Ordnance Survey

benchmark used is sited on the northeast corner of the school building north of the

main block. The value of this bench mark is 72.3lmetres.

The evaluation was also recorded photographically using colour slides and black and

white prints.

5.4..The subsoil drains quickly and in hot weather the pale fills of features cut into the

subsoil soon dry to the same colour and consistence. It was necessary to water the

trench at regular intervals to clarify fills and features and a hosepipe and, for discrete

areas, a killer spray were used for this purpose.

5.5..Finds were washed, sorted and marked with their appropriate context and the

Somerset County Museum Accession Number 68/1997.
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The site archive consisting of working and inked plans, annotated levels, site notes,

photographs and pottery and other finds will be held by the authors until it is known

that there are to be no further archaeological works at the school. Thereafter the

archive will be deposited in the Somerset Records Office, abridge Road, Taunton.

6.0..The Evaluation - Results

The upper layers of the site stratigraphy has probably been truncated by use of

the site as a vegetable garden and by previous use within a medieval open field (see

figure 2).

6.1 Double gully 113 and cut 109

The feature which may have been the earliest encountered contained no datable

finds:

context type description interpretation

114 fill mid-brown fairly soft clay, a few stones upper fill of cut 113
115N .fill soft It. brown clayey silt, few small stones fill ofN. channel of 113
1I5S ..fill soft It. brown clayey silt, few small stones fill of'S. channel of 113
113.... .cut linear (NE-SW), shallow (cI5cm) double cut, flat bases double gully

Double gully 113 seemed uniform along the length of c50cm which was

cleared, but may change beyond this. The two channels filled a total width of c70cm,

with a berm of only c5cm between them. It was not possible to determine their

-9-
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function in such a small area although a double drain is the obvious choice. Finds were

very few:

context
pottery

[sherds fabric surface
bullding materials

dille} {no. tvee misc.

llSN

1158 .

................. . . 1X flint flake, grey
.... Ix burnt grey stone

....................................... l x white flake, sml
. ..... 1x burnt greystone

•
Less than 2 metres to the north was another cut:

context type descri tion inter retation

105 .fill sl. darker than natural, sandy clay, some burnt limestone .fill of 109
109 cut .linear (NE-SW), Slight curve, shallow (c25cm) unknown function

The total width of cut 109 narrowed from 1.2m to 1.05m within the c40cm

length cleared. Fi1110S contained only one fragment of datable pottery:

pottery building materials
context tsherds rubric surface date) (no. type misc.

105 1 v, sml., dark grey..orange , Ct Be .

•

. 6x grey flint flakes
.....3x yellow limestone

..................... , l x charcoal, v. sml.

The fragments of yellow limestone were small and some were burnt, charcoal

flecks were scarce.

Although more datable finds, or a larger section of the fills investigated, would

produce a clearer picture, in the light of the quantities of finds from other features it

seems likely that these features are contemporary and that they are represent an earlier

phase of activity on the site.

-10 -
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6.2 Drain 129 and pit 107

Spacial analysis suggests that it is most unlikely that cut 113 was in use at the

same time as drain 129 and the finds suggest that the fill of 129 (130) and the disuse of

113, represented by upper fill 114 are contemporary events:

context ty e descri rtion intcr retation
130 Jill....:.brown sandy clay, large stone on top, some charcoal flecks Jill of 129
129 cut .....Iinear (NNE-SSW), W side vertical, E side sloping, flat base ?drain

pottery building materials
context {shcrds fabric surface datel {no. type t misc.

130... ..1 rim, sml.; grey, CIBC·2AD ..5 baked clay/daub ..Ix grey flint nodule
............... smooth, sml. quartz . 3x shelly limestone

....... temper .. . lx limestone, burnt
.............6 sml.; reduced, gritty various SBW types CIBC·2AD l x grey limestone

........... 1 reduced grey, sml.; oxidized, gritty, CIBC·2AD l x grey limestone
. quartz & some lime- llnun thick... . Ix grey pebble

............ stone temper
..... 1 reduced sandy; .lnttice decoration C I BC·IAD

..... .at base of feature

114 1 black. abundant fossil butfsurfaces C3-1BC . Ix flint potboiler
................. ..shell temper.............. . "....... ..Ix white flint flake

....3 smI. gritty... . oxidized &.. .. CIBC·2AD.. .. l x cortical flint flake
.......... reduced surfaces...... .... lx cortical flint, grey
.......................... .. 3x animal bone ftags.

....................... .. l x Irg. chert trag.
.......... .3x shelly limestone

................... . l x pebble

............................ .. l x grey banded pebble

Cut 129 presented a complex profile, c40cm deep with the west side nearly

vertical and the east side gently sloping. The width was c90cm at top, tapering to a flat

base c3Oem wide. The profile combines with the plentiful stone packing (all of local

yellow limestone) to suggest the possibility that this may be a palisade trench, but

without further excavation it would be impossible to determine the true function of this

feature.

With the limited excavation undertaken it is not possible to judge where the

construction of drain 129 fell within the date-range of the 1st century BC to the 2nd

century AD.

Pit 107 presents a similar situation...

-11-
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fill

fill

context tyoe deseriotion internrctation

104 fill brown sandy clay, frcq. small stones, few charcoal flecks upper fill of pit 107
108 fill brown sandy clay, many stones, some burnt, charcoa1... middle fill of pit 107
118 fill mid-brown silty clay with charcoal, burnt stones lower fill of pit 107

119 fill dirty orange brown sandy clay, stone, charcoal lowest fill of pit 107
107 .cut circular, cl.8m diam, vertical' sides, c60cm deep, flat base .pit

The following is a list of fills in the order in which they were deposited:

..C3-CIBC

........c1BC·2AD

pottery building materials
context Isherds fabric surface date} lno. tyne

119 1 .Ig, lug handle + .lattice decoration CIBC-2AD .
....... 11 body shcrds; pink- grey surfaces .

.......... orange sandy, fine orange & pale
..........................quartz & some sml patches
......................... .Jimestone inclusions

.....2 joining rim sherds + ..
.......17 000y sherds;as above

.............. 1 sml., soft brown, .

.......................... fossil shell temper

1 misc .

.......... l x animal bone trag.
. 2x orange chert frags .

•
118 2 joining; grey, v, fine .inner concretions CIBC-2AD ..2 .baked clay. brown, Lxyellow limestone

........... .Iimestonc temper,...... . fossil shell temper... ..Ix limestone, burnt
.......... slightly micaceous . l x charcoal, sml.

..... 1 pale grey. fine quartz dark grey outer. CIBC·2AD . 2x flint flakes, grey
..........temper, some sml.
......... limestone, micaceous

. 2 joining; grey, fine oxidized margins CIBC-2AD
............... quartz temper

....... 1 v. sml.; oxidized.. .. ?CIBC-IAD
......... orange, sandy

............ 1 sml.; soft, oxidized greysurface
.......buff; ?daub

-12 -
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pottery building materials
context Isherds fabric surface date} {no. type 1 misc.

108 1 bead rim, reduced, BBW type CIBC·IAD ..6 .baked clay/daub.. .. l x flintzchert
....... abundant fine quartz,............... . 2 baked clay.. .. 8x animal bone frags

................. some orange grits •. ,.... . l x animal tooth
.........micaceous . . 2x nodules chert/flint

...4 as above .inner concretions C IBC-I AD 2x limestone,burnt
....3 similar to above 1x oxidized surface CIBC-}AD . charcoal frngs.
..... 1 smooth grey. sandy CI BC·lAD. . 1x flint flake

.1 fine gritty grey............. .. CIBC·2AD.. .. l x limestone, burnt
...1. . grey smooth oxidized CI BC·2AD. . l x quartz pebble

............ 1 rim; greyish brown. black. brown C IBC~ IAD
............... some fine limestone patches

..........................& fossil shell temper
..... 1 ...... rim; oxidized orange,

......... some limestone & .........grey. ......CIBC-2AD

..........white grit temper
......3 .asabove .. CIBC·2AD

...,. 5 various; fine quartz & .reduced, inner Cl BC·2AD
.......... some limestone temper concretions

.....6 sandy, fine quartz, grey to black, .. .. C1BC·2AD
...some limestone and inner oxidized &

........grits.,.. .. outer grey margins

104 ...... I... ..small simple bead rim......BBW type..... ..CI BC·2AD A baked clay/daub, 5x animal bone frags .
..reduced .. 2x shelly limestone

.. 1 stn. bead rim. sandy grey-brown.i. . CIBC·2AD .6 .baked clay/daub l x grey limestone
........ .orange.. . lx sml. orange stone

.1 oxidized, quartz & . ClBC~2AD .. Ix pink/red chert
........ sm. red grits .Ix charcoal. v. sntl .

....1 .... large, sandy, oxidized grey, oxidized & CIBC·2AD
.....& reduced, micaceous .reduced patches

............. 2 ......... sml., reduced brown exterior.. ....C1BC~2AD
................... . concretion inside

....2 .........sml., reduced, gritty orange............ .......ClBC·2AD ..

Fill 118 appears to consist mainly of redeposited natural mudstone, whilst the

higher fill 108 appears to represent domestic debris or refuse. Although the fills make

it clear that pit 107 was used for the disposal of domestic rubbish its careful

construction suggests that its original function was probably for use as a storage pit for

seed grain and it was filled with refuse when no longer needed for its primary purpose .
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6.3 Postholes 131 and 134 and associated features

post
holes

context type description internretation

117 fill stones pitched into dark clay, some charcoal, burnt stone .fill of posthole 131
131 cut circular (c60cm diarn.) c40cm deep stone-packed posthole

132 .fill... rubble, signs of burning, in dark fill, few charcoal flecks .fill of posthole 134
134 cut circular >50cm diam., cl7cm deep posthole

• pottery
context {sherds fabric

117... . .

surface date}
building materials
Ina. type
...2 ...baked clay/daub
.......sml.

misc•

......1x grey slag. v. sml.

132.. ........................ l x granitic pebble

These two postholes are very close together and another posthole may well

await discovery close to 131. These are unlikely to form part of the same structure and

may represent two phases of the succeeding structures. Stones emerging from the

surface of the fills of both postholes showed clear signs of burning.

•
Close to the above postholes were an assemblage of features, most of which

were not excavated. The uneven burnt surface 125, burnt rubble 127 and cobbles 126

were left in situ in hope that they could be seen in their entirety in the future and

therefore better understood. Context 128 is the fill of a linear feature which was also

not excavated. It seems likely that these are all part of a structure or series of

structures.

dcontext type escrtptton intern retanon
125.... layer ..irregnlar ground surface, burnt red and black ..................... burnt surface

126....stones..tightly packed small stones, signs ofbuming .......................cobbles

127....stones..discrete patch of burnt rubble ..............................................?structural

128 .....fiIL...stone pitched into brown clay in irregular linear pattern ..... .fill offeature

The uneven ground surface sloped slightly toward the patch of cobbles 126 and

impinged on the edge of the cobbles. The patches of brick red burnt clay, edged with

-14 -
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black, were separated by thin shallow irregular grooves with signs of burning on their

sides. Burnt clay patches did not extend east of the unexcavated fill 128.

Three metres to the north a sondage was dug to test for the presence of

features and burnt surface 137, similar to 125, was revealed and excavated:

ty Ie descri tion inte retation
...layer ..dark brown sandy clay, large burnt stone, charcoal flecks ...burnt surface

pottery building materials
context Isherds fabric surface date! Ino. tvne 1 misc.

137 1 bead rim; reduced, fine .BBW type ClBC-lAD .3 baked clay/daub 3x animal bone frags .
......................... limestone & quartz . iossil shell temper charcoal frags .

....................... temper . cSO.sml. & mcd. orange
........................ . baked clay/daub, fossil

....................................................................................................................................shell temper

The many fragments of burnt clay and daub are strongly suggestive as having derived

from a timber and daub building.

6.4 destruction and desertion of site

Stone rubble 116 was spread toward the north from a clearly defined zone and

may represent the collapse of a slight stone wall or setting. This was excavated and

produced the following finds:

desert tion intcr retation
..stone scatter, mostly Ham Stone, many burnt, daub to N.... .destruction layer

pottery building materials
context Isherds fabric surface date} {no. type 1 misc.

116 1 reduced, sandy, v. sm!.. .. eIBC-IAD ..14. baked clay/daub l x flint potboiler
....... 1 dark grey, quartz & CIBC·2AD .shell tempered Ix sml. Crag. chert

.......................... some limestone temper 3 .grcybaked clay/daub 2x sml. flint/chert
...... sml. . shell ternpered lx animal bone

..............1 reduced, shell temper, CIBC·IAD 6x burnt limestone
.........................sml., ?daub l x sandstone frag.
.................................... . l x grey limestone

...................... .. lx smooth limestone
.................. .. lxslag.v.sml.

These finds probably date the spreading of the stones rather than the

construction of any structure they may have formed. Stone layer 116 covers or IS

adjacent to several features suggesting the presence of a structure and may best be

interpreted as a destruction/abandonment layer.
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The stones of 116 appear through the overlying layers 111, 112 and 133, which

produced finds of broadly contemporary date:

dcontext type escrintien mterpretatIon

111.... layer ..brown clay with stones, some burnt, few charcoals flecks ....desertion of site

112.... layer ..mixed brown clay with many stones, some burnt. ................desertion of site

133.... layer ..dirty brown sandy clay, some charcoal flecks.......................desertion of site

pottery building materials
context fsherds fabric surface date} (no. tvDe 1 misc.

•
111 ,.1 quartz temper, v. sml . Cl Be-2AD ..l baked clay/daub, sml....lx flint/chert, sml.

................. . Ix shelly limestone
..................... . lxsherdjoined stone

............ by tarry deposit
......... . ?modem

112 2 grey-black, abundant.. BBW type ClBC-2AD ..13.baked clay/daub•.......... 2x animal bone frags.
................. ...well-sortedrounded. . fossil shell inclusions lx burnt limestone

............ quartz temper.......... . .l grey baked clay/daub .. Ix grey/green slag
......... . ,...... . l x flint flake
......... ...................................•....................,•.,...... . 1x cortical flint lump

................... . 1)(flint/chert lump
........ dark grey

............ . , 11x flint/chert
....................... lumps. yellow to red

•

133 1 soft grey-brown., C)·CI BC 7 haked clay/daub 6)( animal bone frags•
....................heavy fossilshell...... l x burnt

...........temper . l x slag, small
..........1 simple rim; reduced BBW type CIBC-2AD l x white Oint

.............black.. . 1" chert
............. 1 sherd, as above.......... . 2x flakes pink flint
............. 1.. ...dark grey, abundant. SSW type......... ....CI BC~2AD l x yellow limestone

.................... fme quartz temper,.. . ,..4x grey limestone
...........slightly micaceous

............. 8 various,finesandor Cl·2AD

.. ...quartz temper,
.......................reduced
..........3 soft orange, pink grey CISC-2AD

.........................grits, micaceous

............. 1 pale grey, sandy, oxidized inner ClSC·2AD
....................... some sm. quartz reduced outer,

............temper.; . latticedecoration
............2 oxidized It. orange, ...CISC-IAD
........ ....moderate quartz

....................... temper
..........2 reduced, heavy ClBC·2AD

......................... rounded quartz temper
..........2 grey, some quartz &

....................limestone temper
...........2 reduced, gritty, CIBC·2AD

........... ...some limestonetemper

These mixed spreads of clay and burnt stone appeared to represent the

demolition and abandonment of this part of the site and the full thickness of these

abandonment layers can be seen in the section, where much of the thickness of these

layers was removed by machine.
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Set into the southern edge of rubble 116 was a burnt patch 106, which

appeared to have been formed by a fire laid upon the ground surface 111. The finds are

of similar date to the underlying layers from which it probably derived.

Cutting 111 was pit 138, whose fill 139 contained finds similar to those in 111

and lower levels. These are probably residual and might bear no relation to the date of

the pit, similar to pit 121, below.

context type description interpretation
138 cut .largc (nearly 2m diam.) only partly excavated .pit
139 .lilL mixed very dark with lighter clays fill of 138
140 deposit.yellow to It. brown sandy clay not excavated

pottery building materials
context {shcrds fabric surface date} Ino. tvoe } misc.

139 1 reduced black, fossil C3·CIBC 8 baked clay/daub lx sml. flint flake
............... shell temper...................... . , lx cortical flint lump,

...... 1 v, sml.; grey core oxidized margins. CIBC-2AD grey, burnt
.......................... fine quartz temper brownsurfaces 1x animal bone

..................... . 2x stone, discarded

The extreme southeast end of the trench was taken up by feature 121,

containing finds of the C1stBC-C 1stAD. Only a very small segment of 121 was seen

and it is not certain if it is an artificial feature, a tree hole or a natural void in the

bedrock. Its fill was of brown clay, similar to the fills of tree roots in the bedrock at the

north end of the trench. Similarly, feature 124, in bedrock at the southwest corner of

the trench, also contained a brown clay fill and, again, not enough was seen to be sure

of its function.
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7.0..Discussion

7.1..The evaluation has produced occupation evidence of the later-Iron Age and early

Romano-British periods. In addition, several features produced small pottery sherds of

the Middle-Iron Age along with a number of flint flakes and lumps. Recent re

evaluation of the Glastonbury Lake Village excavation by Stephen Minnitt and

Professor John Coles suggest that flint was still being used in the Iron Age18 and its

presence on this site need not indicate activity earlier than that indicated by the pottery.

It is not certain whether the chert flakes and nodules which were recovered from many

features and deposits are natural to the site or were imported.

7.2..Scatters of baked clay and daub were found in many features and during the initial

cleaning. These almost certainly derive from wooden buildings and/or ovens coated

with this material. Stone of several types was present on site, all of it probably derived

from local sources.

7.3..The date range of the pottery finds from the evaluation is in some contrast to that

recovered during the construction of the 19th century manor house. Although some

late-Iron Age or early-Roman material was collected in the 19th century, many of the

pot sherds and rims are of the later 3rd and 4th centuries, indeed sherds of Oxford

colour coats might suggest settlement into the 5th century as well.

There seems no reason to suppose that these two archaeological sites are not

part of the same settlement and the differing dates of the pottery may be an indication

of settlement shift from west to east, the earliest occupation of the Middle Iron Age

period occurring somewhere adjacent to the evaluation area with the latest Roman or

post-Roman settlement being situated further to the east, possibly in the parkland east

of the manor house/school.
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7.4..There is thus ample evidence that this settlement existed and evolved through at

least 500 years, possibly for 800 years or more if a Middle Iron Age date is thought

feasible. Whether or not settlement continued beyond the early 5th century cannot be

proved but will be discussed below.

7.8..The parish church of North Perrott is dedicated to St. Martin. This saint is St.

Martin of Tours, c.316-c.400AD, an ex soldier who, from the 370's onwards, became

an itinerant hermit dressed in rags, preaching among the country people with whom he

was most popular [although disliked by the more aristocratic church leaders]. He

became Bishop of Tours and was a model for early-Christian missionaries; churches

dedicated to him are often considered to be amongst the earliest known.

7.9..The church is situated west of the village which is spread along the main north

south road through the parish. This suggests that the church and village were not

planned together and that the church may be the earlier element in the village plan. Due

to the consecrated nature of a churchyard it is rare for a church/graveyard to change its

position. Villages frequently move, either through natural settlement shift or by

deliberate action, by emparking, for instance, or by conversion of a village/settlement

area to open field agriculture.

7.91..It is now known that a settlement of Iron Age and Roman date lies beneath

Perrott Hill School, the earliest settlement area possibly being to the west and the

latest phase to the east of the school complex. The settlement may also have extended

further east than the school buildings. In the medieval period this area was part of a

communal open field of strip furlongs as shown on the 1788 map. The date of

commencement of communal open field farming is uncertain and probably differed

from region to region but it would probably be established by the 13th century and

may date back to the later-Saxon period, possibly the 10th or 11th century. It may be

that when the open fields were created the settlement was moved from the area of the
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school/park towards the main road or there might have been an economic justification

for moving to this new location connected with increased trade. Whatever the reason

the church remained in its original location, possibly on the edge of a lane originally

leading to the Roman and later settlement with which it was associated, firstly as a

Christian graveyard and then as a parish church.

8.0 Recommendations

8.1 The evaluation trench demonstrates what appears to be a differential distribution of

the archaeological deposits; in the northwest of the trench were a few isolated features

while to the southeast was a denser concentration of features and deposits which

appear to be structural with occupation horizons. There is, unfortunately, no indication

whether shifting the site of the new building would have the effect of lessening the

impact on the denser, more complicated archaeology. The largest feature in the

northern half of the trench was the rubbish/storage pit 107. Pits of this type rarely

occur singly, more storage pits should be expected in this area. There is very little

room for manoeuvre in this site, especially if the future extension is retained. There is,

therefore, little to be gained from moving the building.

8.2 The archaeological horizon lies between 40cm and SOcm below the present ground

surface. The proposed new building is to be constructed on pad footings 60cm deep

with ground beams to carry the walls of 4Scm depth resting upon them, taking the

depth of the pads to 10Scm. The top of the beams will rest 20cm below the final floor

level taking the depth of the pads to 12Scm

The final floor level will rest IScm above final ground level, constructed from

IScm of gravel below IScm of concrete - 30cm depth in total. It is proposed to level

the existing ground down towards the north and west to provide a level base for the

floor. Towards the south and east the groundworks for the floor will lower the existing
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ground level by c4Qcm (according to the architects' plan). Towards the north and west

the ground will be leveled down by as much as c8Qcm. The maintenance strip will be

lower still.

The wall beams of 45cm depth will be 2Qcm below the final floor level, cutting

into the present ground level from 6..5.= at the south and east to 13Qcm to the north

and west.

Thus it would appear that the present proposal would expose the top of the

archaeological horizon throughout the area of the new building and would destroy a

significant proportion of the features and deposits. There does not appear to be any

potential benefit from re-designing the foundations unless building the site up using a

raft construction is considered [and our understanding is that the building must be cut

into the ground so that roof lines are not compromised).

8.3 Settlements of this type, established in the mid-Iron Age and evolving through the

Roman period, are not common in Somerset [see figure 5] and of those known none

have been examined to any extent, certainly not using modem techniques. Purely Late

Iron Age settlements have also been poorly recorded and, apart from the Lake Village

sites in Glastonbury and Meare, are very little understood. Despite having been subject

to cultivation in the medieval period, it would appear that this site survives in a good

state of preservation with occupation levels intact in at least part of the site. In the

event of construction according to the present plans, total excavation of the area of the

new building would appear to be the only meaningful mitigation strategy available.
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3 Soil Survey of England and Wales, Sheet 5, South West England.

4 "Domesday Book - Somerset". Edited by C. and T. Thome, Chichester, 1980.

5 from "The Family of De Urtiaco" by Revd. E. H. Bates in Proceedings of the

Somerset Archaeological Society, 1896, vol LXII, pp26-55.

6 Raper, pp8-9.

7 "North Perrott" by John Batten, in Proceedings of the Somerset Archaeological

Society, 1895, vol LXI, PP73-91.

8 op cit p9.

9 Collinson, p336.

10 Raper, ppI8-19.

11 Somerset Record Office map number DD/HK Cf43 entitled: A Plan or Map and

Survey of the Manor and Estate of North Perrot, Somersetshire, the property of

William Moreton Pitt, drawn [in freehand] by W Bond, December 1788.
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12 Fig 147 from "Romano British Rural Settlement in North Dorset and South

Somerset", by Roger Leech, unpublished PhD thesis, 1977, University of Bristol.

13 from The Roman Invasion of Britain by Graham Webster, 1980, p107.

14 figure 2 from "The Roman Interlude in the South-West" by Roger Leech from

Studies in the Romano-British Countryside, edited by David Miles, BAR British

Series 103(i), 1982.

15Leech R., 1977, pp xii-xx.

16 see Leech 1977, p146.

17 see Leech 1982, p249.

18 in Industrious and Fairly Civilized by Stephen Minnitt and John Coles, 1995,

Somerset County Council.
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-~~{-~£~---ti_~~~.--------------------------------- ~~~!~I!2.~- -------
102 Uayer jyellowsandy clay. N. end natural eeoloev
103 3aver !Orange (or red·brown) sandy clay ~ubsoil, natural _~

_104 ~i11 grown~dy clay, freq. !:mallstones, few charcoal pecks _ i'uPper fill of P}_U_QZ...__m_

--~~~-tl~er--------1~~.~~-~:;rr~~~~O~~&~~;~~!J!!Jl~!9~--....._.__._. {~~JQ~-----------------------
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··i-§~- £~t---·---·--- ,T~~~-~~:~-~:~~i5'~~~:~r-1;;~·~o:~g~~~rf~~~i~cm)-·------·t~~':~!~~~lo-~g.? ·--·-·-·- ···
110 I aver firtv brown c1av, seen in section, removed bv machine
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115N .11 oft It. brown clavev silt, few small stones [fill ofN. channel of113

\\56S ·~~cr········ti~~~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~~-~~~~~-m~·&~b·t~-N:----------------------~~~i~~~~-~f-.l--!~L------
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}}2.J~!' ~i~ om!!ge bro~_~dy c1~_~!..~!.!~2._~.~~coal _o~cst fill ofpit 107 _

'H¥--t~~-tm--~!~i~~~~r~fJ~~o~;~i-------------------------------...-.ti~?!~-------·-···----
122 ut ismail ilTcgular scooo in 121 fit

~ ~~ ;~er··------ti~~I~-~;;~~~!!~~l~:··bumi·red-an(rbiack------------------··-·-····-···-······-·-··t~mt"surrace---·· -..- -.
126 stones iehtlv oackes small stones. siena of burnine obbles
127 tones iscrete patch ofbumt rubble structural

I

I f---- t::'-----------1.--------------[------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------I 1 1.--------- --·····---·-----r---------------·-···----------------------------.•..•.•...-------------------.•.- .•..-.-.-...·······t·······-------------·······---------·····

------ ---- :::::==~:~:~:::::::::==:::::::=:::::::::~::::::~:----------------------------=:t:::::::::::::::::::::==~:::~
1-+---+-----------------+---------1

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------+-------------------------------------
1
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1 __
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--------- ------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------
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~"Sh~;~~~h-ri~""'-'-'-""-' ·ii;r;;;········-------+-d-~-i;i·..---- --------- -~-#;.!LJ!I·~·!.':~-------l-- -----.-----------;:;~~~------- ...-..---.---

101 1 jgrcy, well sorted fme rown i'lmcd. I He,orange fabric,
n section 'limestone tcmeer l gritty, C19th

at n_~m1

:n-~~~h~~-------+------_·--------·..········- ---- .- ·····------------------------t-----------··..· .------- -..- --------.-.-------- !_~_~~:_~_I;l_f..l_1p __~~.Y_p.~!_ _

c i
.__._~Q? .L__! ~~_.s!.~i':..~~~~_._._ ~!.~.i~.£?.!P.!~~. ~g~g_.}_~ _. _ _. _
.n section ; maretn. burnished 1

15m e
104 I small simple bead rim BW tvee ~lBC·2AJ 4 tags. baked clay/daub, x animal bone frees.

I oxidized, Quartz & CIBC·2AD l x l)1nkJredchert

_______. ..••• j_J!l:_E~~_~~_______________ ---••••-..---.--.-----.-.-+----------------J------- . . . ._Il'_.£..~E~~!!.~;_~~!:._._...._.._..
I I farge, sandy. oxidized grey, oxidized & :CIBC·2AD

~ reduced, micaceous reduced oatches !
2 sml., reduced rown exterior (;lBC·2AD

..-.-.--.---- ---2"-t;~i--·;;ti;;~~·rl·--~tt~---· ;;;~!!!~~.!~~~~---tlliC:2AI~---- -------- - - ---- --------------------------
105 1 N. sml.:-d~k-g;.~v-- - -- range ~lBC

• 106 I 1 sml.. oxidized, erittv IrrCV

i
!
elBe-2AD

x yellow shellv limestone
a v

1x burnt stone
IlYshe t

•

________ 4 :asabove nner concretions :elSC.IAD x shellv limestone, burnt _

.......------- --}-~~~~a;~~~~;~d~----·- !-~-.<?~-i·~.i-~~~-~-~!il!~€I~{:t*····-··-· --..-.--..- -.-.-.. i~~~~~~~e-fii~i-f1";j(·e···
I fine gritty grey eIBC·2AD Ix shelly limestone, burnt

I rim; oxidized orange, j

·-·--·········I·-·····~~i~·'~t~~~;cf·--- s:·~~·--·----·--------------fJ-~~.:~~········· -------- - - --.---..-.- .
3 ins above eISC·2AD __

_____ ~~ou!5..f~~.<J..I!....artz& educed, inner elSC-2AD

---------T~1~;~r~n;:-~~~~gi~-&-*§§~AJ--:::-~:==:::::===:==:::==:::=====:::=::::::::::::-=:==:=:::=:~~=
s utcr crev mareins

III 1 !p'~I,_!I"~,_r.~_!I"~ ~_~cO:_!I'~L 17<;.1-st--f\.Il-- !_~__~"!L~_i~l_~~~,_~r~_"!' _
--i~~Tifaj grits,micaceous! l x prey slap sml.

Jeanine
III 1 quartz temper, v. sml. :eIBC-2AJ 1 baked clay/daub, sml. l x flint/chert, v, sml.

__________+ . j Ix shellY lim~!9.!!~.__. ...

- •••••• ------ _m ~ m m __ m -----•••---••- +---.-.- -.- - --.----.----------------- ~~I:~~~~~N~!!~-
?~""~

quartz temper j 1 zrev baked olav/daub l x erev/ereen slae, sml.
i 1x flint flake, redlbrown

___ .. _ i ! 1x cortical flint lump. {LCY_
i l x cortical flint/chert lumo-----.--------- -------~---.- ..--.---.-.-.-.---.-. ·······--·--------------T-------- --- ---- - --.. ··dark-;;e~-----

j __ _ 11x cortical flint/chert
w

114 1 black, abundant fossil uffsurfaces C3·IBC Ix white flint-ootboiler
shell temper ! Ix white flint flake

3 :SOU. srittv xidized & (;lBC·2AD Ix cortical flint flake
_ .. ....;. ~E..~J.urfaces i __ Ix _cort!~~.~_~~.gr~ _

------+------..- -.-------------.---- ------ ----..-----~----- -------- -.-------------------------------- i-~~;~~~h~rn~._--
j x shellv limestone fines.

--... ------------------------------------- ----------------------t-------------- -------- ---------------------------------------~~~~{~~~I~~!!!:~_i;i~
• • d d
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cont;;dl;h~;~e~brie _. -k,;;:;;· ; [buildin:...materials ....,.
I datel f n~.·

_. ...;;;;;-
tsc.

USN
---- , l x flint flake, erev

u

_ 115S-l......L....... -+ ; -- J-~ white flake, sml._. - -+ .- -_.--- -..-, 1;"hu~~ I
116 I reduced, sandy, v. sml. pBC·IAI 14 range baked olav/daub l x white-flint-ootb;;ir~--
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_.-- -------- ____.._j_?_'E_~__I.i_'E~~!!~_!..~~ I 3 ~~y.~!,!<!"!-,,I~Y'<!a.u.b.__.____~_~__~!!!~_!l_~~!{9.~~.':! ..._..._.__._
~ml.
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I reduced, shell temper, elBC·1AD x burnt limestone
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,
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! a v
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;
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137 I bead rim· reduced, fine BBW type :CIBC-IAJ 3 rown baked olav/daub x animal bone ftass.

I---j--. ~Iimestone& l1uartz I ossil shell temncr harcoal fra.gs""" -1
__ .._ _.. i~~ ._ __ _ 1 ._____ c50 __'!.1.1:__~_~_~-'_<2.~BE . ._.._.

i aked clay/daub, fossil
I tern e

139 I reduced black. fossil c)-else 8 aked c1av/daub, sm!. Ix smI. Oint flake, reddish

__________. =-=~~.~L~-'!.1.P-~!.-----.---.-.-... ._._...._.. ..L_..__... ..._.... . . .__._..... .._. . !.::c_c:.9.!!!£~L!lJ!}~.l.l;l.!!'.P.,..._..._...
-..---..--...L-~~~~~~~~r···---~!~u~~~.!!~__r9~~.:~.@r-- -----·-··-------·---·-·I;r~1~a~:n~------------

i 51 di d

UlS I _ _ - ---1... f--..- _ _ _1E.":.hi.te.~J"i _ _ ..
! 1XsmC;rrev-sla~-

i lxsml. Fe nail
i ss. a

:=::::::::l:::::======:?=::::==:::::::=:=:: :==:::::::::::=:=:=:::::f=9~,:::=::: :::=:::. =::=::=:==::::::=:::=::=:::::: l:~=~~~;t?~~iii.:i,diii;~::
UlS 3 2 :reduced, soft, liQhL I?EIA 1x slap:_ v. sml. .._

voids i. ·i·..~~~~d·..· ·;; ·· ·..- ,;;;;;; - - _- .

!l1.S...1 ilv Mica_] flin1 um" ore"

UlS5 l~le~y,soft,he~ _Ixoxidizcd, :C3-C1BC 1 ~kedcJav Qrl\~lxcorticalfljntlumn.~L

._.__.. ~~~~~~~~----- ~ji~~~:~.--+---.----- -.---- ~.9Qth .P.~~ surfacc------ ----__. _

-------- ----l-·bi-·o~heaw-··-·----- i-x··soot.;surrac~····c]..ciBC-- -- - -.------ -.-..-------- --- ------- -.-.------
fimestone & fossil c9mm thick !

______..... ....!I}_~!.I._~~_'!.1~_._ .. .....------------...------------i-------------.. ------ ..•.•.-.-.•.---------•....•.-.-... -----.•.- .•.•.- .•.-------.-•.--.-
1 as above, sml. C3-C I BC
1 pink, fine quartz CIBC-2AD

__.__ ~cmper, some red· I .f----f---------f-----------I

.----~~:I~~~~~:~ .EE~~~ed==:::k!!~yJ. .. ... . .
few grey grit temper I

I rim.floe salmon pink erev Cl-2AD

-------------. ···-···~~~o~-~!--·········-··-· .------ ---------- +--------------- --.------ -------------------..-----------.- -.- ----------.--..-.-- ----------
2 [v. 5011.· erev. fine .CIBC-2AD
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mn!n! ;-;;d~;~~~l;ric-·····..···-···· --.:i,;~e······-·---··--+d:t;:,---····f;-;· ..·-- ~~_~~_;~~~!2!!~--.-.--\- ---------------;;;i~-~-_--·-··---------·--
VIS 6 I grey, fossil shell xidized C3BC-IAD l x burnt fossil shell

VIS 7 I UiickOI-i3mm),flat .-.. ------ 'CI:iAD' I 8 range baked clay/daub l x animal bone
rim; quartz temoer, !

...........\Q::o~:;,~fu~~·~';;,;I.··-·······- ..···~1~:~¥-·......··_--· ..· - - - ..
VIS 8 I erev sandv,"iibu·nd.wt-- Sandy:Dalebuff e1Be·2AI 3. sml. baked clav .- .. Ix grey/white flint flake

line quartz, l x red xterior surfaces I 3 range baked clay/daub l x grewbrown flint flake

...--.-.-----. ---2--~}~:-iimesione·iirits--··- ~~~--~------------~IBc:2AD --------- ~:---------------------- ..-------.----I-~~r;~~~:!~!.!1.~~!--.-..
I sml. BW tvoe, .CIBC·2AD lx lume oranec chert

•
__ _ . atti~~.t:£~~!.2~~L__. ._L __ I x belamnite fossil __

~__}.~!:!_~~~~~.!:.. __.. r-----..---- ~1-2AQ--4-->--- _... li.€lexsla& ?m~~~~ _
_____._~~~-~-!-~P.!:~ -.--.--.-.. _. .__ .1.._ .__. .__.._..__. .. .._ _ _

I sml.; oxidized uncertain
I v, sml. iHBW tvoe I

~:.-------.--. --}---~i~~;::~~!~~·~··---·--·· ···-···..···..----·-----··-t..··········---· --.--.--.. -.- --------.---..---...... .----- --.- --.--- -
I rim: grey, sml. quartz moothcd :eISC-2AD

----- .~.!.~_t.!.~OE~l~~ .l_•.•_•.•. ~_:; __• _.. .• .•.•_.__...... ._.•.•. _
I Samian noulded !CIBC·2AD···----T-----------------·········--·----···· ·c~~r_;tion--------------r----------------=r--------- -------------------...----..-..--- -----------------------------------..-.

C19.20'h

and ~Y grits, some I== ::I:i]~~!~~::::::::~;;;:tiy.:?~i~g~C:::iC.I~£I~::::::::: ::::=:::::=:=:::=::::::::::::::::::= ::::==:==:::::::::=:::::=:::=:=:==-.
- ..L"!!'1.oxidizcd ~._--.--- i ·rl~-t--_----+-------_·-t

5 various; reduced, CIBC~2AD.........----- -------":Ou~·te~;;;;······-------- ---------------·--------------t----------------- -.------- ---------.-.....-..•.•..----------------..•-.------.------------------.--.-------------

VIS9 I ~m1.; reduced~ :CIBC-2A I aked clay/daub Ix cortical flint, grey
well sorted sml. quartz i

VIS to ._ _._._.._.._.._.._. ------------------- ------1--------- !.15..I.&-..~~~p._!}_i_f.:I_~.•..•.•_•.. _
! 5x chert frazs.
I l x bl a? ode

•
::==s:=:=:I=!:::f~~:::====-.::=::::: = __=:::~:::~= =-.:: - ~~W;~~~';i.~;:~~~!! .
VIS 12 I oxidized ellow orange glazLCI8·19th l x flint hi'mo, l!I'ey

a a
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8.

Illustrated Pottery - illustrated in figure 10, [from Leech 1982 fig 147].

abbreviations: MPRIA - Middle pre-Roman Iron Age
LPRlA - Late pre-Roman Iron Age
UPRlA - Ultimate pre-Roman Iron Age
BB - black burnished; BB I - black burnished ware, usually from Poole,

Dorset.

1-5. Bowls with inturned rims, hand-make, red to black, shell tempered, M-LPRlA

6. Bowl with bead rim, BBI, UPRlA, 1st century AD.

7. Bowl with slight everted rim and ribbed decoration, BB!, Ist or early 2nd

century.

Bowl with slight everted rim, hard grey fabric with black exterior, I st or early

2nd century.

9. Jar with upright rim, BB 1, 1st century AD.

10-11. Jars with everted rims, BB I, 2nd to 4th century.

12. Bowl with flat rim, BBI, 2nd century.

13. Bowl with reeded rim, BBI, 3rd century.

14. Bowl with flanged rim, BBI, 4th century.

IS. Dish with plain rim, BBI, 2nd to 4th century.

•

17-18. Bowls with flat rims, wheel-turned, hard grey fabric, 2nd century.

16. Jar with slight everted rim, fine micaceous fabric, 1st or early 2nd century.

19. Bowl with flanged rim, fabric 17-18, 4th century. •
20. Wide-mouthed globular beaker or bowl, soft light grey fabric with a little sand

temper, 1st century (c.f. Cunliffe 1971, 190, types 73-80).

21. Mortarium with drooping flange, hard cream fabric with red core, flint grits,

early 2nd century (c.f Frere 1972, 316-8).

22. Bowl, Oxford Colour Coat, Young type C49, 240-400+ AD.

All found in 1877-78 during construction of the manor house.
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